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Lingua Inglese  Classe 3O                                              Prof.ssa Paola Pellistri   
   
Libri di testo: Greenood A., Zanella A., Tracogna L., Mabbott N., Cochrane K .,Brodey K., 
CULT [SMART] ESSENTIAL, Cideb, Black Cat;                                                                           
Heward Victoria   ASPECTS - VOLUME + EASY BOOK (SU DVD) + EBOOK U CIDEB – 
BLACK CAT                                                                                                                                 
Gatti Simona Stone Larry GRAMMAR LOG VOLUME UNICO, MONDADORI FOR 
ENGLISH      

- .MATERIALE SU CLASSROOM 
- Fotocopie 
- Link 

  Grammar Revision: cardinal/ordinal numbers; present simple/present continuous; 
adverbs and expressions of frequency; active / stative verbs. Past simple ( regular 
/irregular verbs); prepositions of time/place; partitives; countable/uncountable nouns; can. 
Functions: introducing oneself; showing interests; making a presentation. Holiday 
activities/places. Talking about past events. Buying clothes. 
Vocabulary: appearance; personality adjectives; clothes and materials; colours;  the 
weather. 
 
Grammar: The future tenses ( Will/ present continuous for future/ To Be Going 
To....../present simple for future); may and might in the future;  
                    infinitive of purpose; 
                    past continuous; past continuous and past simple; when/while. Used to.... 
                    zero, first  and second conditional; 
                    should/must/have to (aff/neg/inte forms) 
                    present perfect simple; present perfect (ever/never/just/already/yet); 
                    present perfect vs past simple; 
                    been and gone; duration form (for/since); 
 Functions: planning an event; describing what happened; talking about life experiences; 
talking about illnesses. Giving/accepting/rejecting advice 
Vocabulary:. Money and future expressions. The natural world. Ecology. Parts of the 
body; illnesses. 
 
 
Macrolanguage 
 
The Field of dentistry 
https://youtu.be/4S_aC3dN7l8 
Dental technology 
https://youtu.be/kOQTRDO6ZuY 
https://youtu.be/k3uJJXd-lEE 
https://youtu.be/X1qMGCGBZ70 
https://youtu.be/iY2YU79lap8 > Dental laboratory “Tour” 
Hints to the anatomy of the mouth ( mouth and teeth) 
 
Functions: talking about dentistry in general; knowing how to speak to the dental staff and 
to the patient. 
Vocabulary:  A specialist GLOSSARY 



 
La stesura di un CV> The European CV 
 
Progetto di ed Civica:  
The Right to Health                           
 Agenda 2030, its 5 principles for improving the quality of human life 
A right “challenge” to promote a healthy food guide: new sustainable food: insects 
 
                                      
UDA 2° Quadrimestre: La comunicazione attraverso i linguaggi 
                                      Dialogue in a dental office;  a specific vocabulary. 
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